Ray Freeman (USN) vs Ed Paule (IJN)
Top 10
New Menzel Set Options in play
0 bid

Turn 1
IJN Comments:
Under the normal rules, I expect to sink/bottom 7 ships at Pearl on average. But without Ryujo and
Zuiho, I’m only expecting to sink/bottom 5.5 ships. The tumble in Ray’s favor – as I can only manage to
sink/bottom 4 BBs. Six ships and the LBA escape Pearl. Meanwhile, only Prince of Wales survives the
Indo raid and two CVs make it to Australia.
USN Comments:
As mostly a target on turn 1 there’s not much to say. This is my second foray into the Menzel variant and
it is an improvement over even options 1 and 2. The main benefits are it costs the IJN 3 POC out of the
gate, which will only be significant if the IJN is held below 29. More ships will survive the PH raid, which
makes a two or three area attack considerably riskier. The I-Boat can’t sink anything on turn 1, which
may save a US CV, Hermes or a BB, depending on other options used or not. A slight note is that the two
Australia CAs can raid into Indonesia…not real likely… if the IJN puts ships there. A very significant asset
is the USN flag in Hawaii on turn 2, which makes a turn 2 battle or suicide carrier more appealing.
Needless to say I was relieved that I had 6 BBs plus the two Pearl CAs and POW to play with on turn 2
because Ed’s raid was a bit below par.

IJN Move Comments:
Ray’s got a much stronger than usual surface force available on turn 2. This makes a two-area attack
distasteful. I put a couple token 118s in Coral Sea and the Mandate so as to draw off a greater USN
force in response. The rest of the move is pretty standard – put enough stuff in Hawaii to guarantee he
won’t go there in force, let him pick and choose which areas/bases he wants to save (as he can’t save
them all), and try to exchange my CVs for his CVs in the process.

USN Move Comments:
Trying to patrol Indonesia on turn 2 is probably a fool’s errand. It’s probably best not to risk free shots at
British ships and plan on raiding there if the opportunity arises. Denying control in Indo on turn 2 is 95%
as effective as getting control. I did the typical 2 LBA in USM and one in Marianas. I think 2 in USM is
sufficient whereas 3 is no real deterrent on turn 2. The placement of the 3rd LBA is always a thorny
problem. I usually like Marianas because it will often force Sasebo to invade Philippines instead of going
elsewhere. In CS I put one more CA than the IJN and one CA in NPO to hopefully get a POC. The two
cruisers in Marshalls is just to threaten the block forcing some kind of reaction. Unfortunately this
usually costs me 1-2 cruisers.

Ed surprised me with the LBA in Marianas along with Junyo and Sasebo to the Aleutians….obvious target
is Dutch Harbor. My raid response seems pretty rational. My intent is to suicide against Yokosuka so as
to defend Hawaii on turn 3 against his carriers. This is why I sent CVs to the CPO and Aleutians. I want to
save DH, Attu, and Midway. Lae is sacrificed and Philippines will likely fall. I’m hoping to get a night in
one of the northern areas and Day in the South. I asked for Night in Marianas as it seems like a loser. I
got nice D/N results everywhere but Hawaii… which really sux.
IJN Battle Comments:
It is true that most people respond a USN LBA in the Marianas with Sasebo. I almost never do. Dutch
Harbor is much too valuable to let the USN save it so easily. It also gives me a good chance to sink that
LBA and only have to face 5 LBA in Hawaii on turn 3. Which is more important than ever – now that the
USN flag in Hawaii has raised the chance of success of a suicide CV. Fortunately, I get night against the
flag in Hawaii; but Ray also gets night against my flag in the Aleutians. I was hoping to get many days in
a row in CPO to inflict some of the damage not done at Pearl; but alas it’s DFBN on round 1.
Before day/night was rolled, I was expecting to sink 2 or 3 USN CVs this turn, especially since one was a
freebie. But night in the Aleutians dashed those expectations. It was now imperative that Ryujo and
Zuiho dispatch Enterprise in CPO. Unfortunately, all I can manage to do is cripple her. Bummer, she’ll
be back on turn 4 good as new.
USN Battle Comments:
Hawaii, Marshalls and Marianas were disasters, costing me all four units for nothing. I foolishly got
greedy in Marianas after disabling his CV on the 1st round while Ed missed. I decided to stay and though
it took perhaps 4 rounds, Ed finally killed my LBA. Short term, maybe a reasonable gamble… especially
after he took Johnson Island. Long term, it hurt…and was a foolish gamble…as will be seen. Results
elsewhere were infuriatingly poor. He crippled my carrier in CPO with his air (I felt lucky indeed) and my
riposte was a disable (maddening). I did sink Soryu with fire from 3 cruisers, but 4 cruisers whiffed on
Sasebo and 2 whiffed on Shoho. NPO was nice, but in the far South, he got away with no losses at all.
In subsequent rounds he damaged Saratoga (whew) but of his two light carriers and cruiser at risk, I got
only one of each, despite overwhelming firepower. After the initial D/N rolls, I figured to be in great
shape, but I failed to get the attrition that was there for the taking. 1 CV and 2 CA plus a crippled CV in
exchange for a CV, CVL and 2 CA. Could have been worse, but after the D/N it should have been a lot
better.

Basing after turn 2 / pre turn 3:

Turn 3:

IJN Move Comments:
With a bid of zero, the USN has to try and keep the POC down. As such, Ray wants those POC in the
Mandate and the Coral Sea. I don’t have to threaten to flag them with patrolling cruisers in order to
force him to divert a greater force to those areas. And I really don’t have the ships to spare anyway. I
need everything I’ve got to secure the two key objectives for this turn: converting Pearl and Midway.
Which means I need to use LBA to secure my home areas. After Ray sends one of his Marines to safety
in the Mandate, I feel I have an extra CV available so I send Hiryu to NPO instead of Hawaii. I thought I
had enough material in Hawaii to keep Ray out; but I thought wrong…
USN Move Comments:
Because of the need for POC, Ed was correct that I felt the need to patrol USM and CS with ships. I feel
these areas require 2 CAs minimum. The CAs in NPO and Aleutians were also thoughts about POC and
perhaps (in my wildest dreams) flagging Dutch Harbor. Ed has basically shown me that I “could” fight for
Hawaii, or I can “settle” for raids into Japan and the SPO. I don’t have sufficient surface to consider CPO.
So, I must give up Midway and because DH is gone, fighting in the NPO does not appeal. In Hawaii, Ed
has 7 carriers, 2 LBA, 8 BB and 11 CA. I can muster 5 LBA, an MAR, 2-3 CV, 9 BB, 9 CA. Yes, he has a one
surface lap, and duking it out early with the IJN is never a great idea, but I felt it worth the gamble. I

thought I could screen my Marine at night but forgot about all those IJN CVs with gunnery. This was a
terrible oversight, because I hallucinated that I was trading a CV for 2 LBA in the event of night. During a
day round, I figured he’d put at least a 4 banger and maybe more on the Marine and my carriers and LBA
could take out his best carriers. As will be seen, he got the night action and the situation went badly
immediately.
IJN Battle Comments:
After lining things up in Hawaii, I came to the conclusion that Ray had made a very good move. He had a
much better chance to win the battle than I had originally suspected. Mainly, I was wishing I had Nagato
in Hawaii instead of CPO – as I should have had enough surface ships on hand so as to have minimized
the need to put carriers on a night time battle line.
As it turned out, the first round was pure night. I put Junyo and Kaga on the line so as to allow Mutsu to
disable his Marine. My BBs whiff at Yorktown and merely disable Lexington. But I shoot well at his
surface fleet sinking 4 CAs and 2 BBs. In his return fire, Ray’s BBs return the favor by whiffing at Junyo
and merely disabling Kaga. Against my surface fleet, Ray also sinks 4 of my CAs; but doesn’t sink any of
my BBs (he disables 5 of them). For round 2, Ray now has a two ship lap on me. I’ve got 3 BBs and 6
CAs, whilst Ray has 6 BBs (1 crippled) and 5 CAs. But first, the I-Boat scores a crippling 2 damage on
Yorktown.
I get the pure day I needed on round 2. I peel off two carriers to attack and disable two of his damaged
BBs. This will make us even on the surface for round 3. I get lucky in my attacks against his LBA and
shoot down 3 of them. In return, Shokaku and Zuikaku are sunk and Ryujo disabled. I’m now highly
favored to win the air battle with Akagi, Junyo, Hosho and 2 LBA versus Ray’s 2 remaining LBA.
Round 3 is day-followed-by-night. In the day half, I get lucky again and shoot down both of his LBA,
while only having Junyo disabled in return. In the night half, I sink one of his CAs while he sinks one of
my BBs. Ray’s fleet then scatters and runs. I’m able to sink the crippled Yorktown in pursuit.
In other areas, I sink Ray’s patrolling cruisers in the Marshalls and NPO – giving me a net surface attrition
advantage for the turn. The two key factors for this turn were Ray’s poor shooting with his surface fleet
– I should have had a lot more ships sunk than I did – and my excellent shooting at his LBA. A very good
turn for me.
USN Battle Comments:
Ed’s comments pretty much cover it as far as the battle flow. I needed a day or Day/Night on round 1
and did not get it. Then Ed got his pure day on round 2, when I REALLY needed a night….of course the
odds were very much against me there. The real disaster was losing both of my CVs without even getting
to shoot with them and getting my LBA whacked hard in the first air round. This left me with a horrible
dilemma. If I run, I have no air cover while he still has 3 carriers. But my 2 LBA are outgunned by just his
LBA. Staying didn’t help much because I got outshot again, although I did get a D/N. On turn 3 I lost

Midway and Pearl, had 1 CV, 5 LBA, 2 BB, and 7 CA sunk and three BBs crippled. In return I killed 2 CV, 1
BB and 4 CA. I’m thinking game over.

Turn 4:

IJN Move Comments:
After 3 turns the POC is at 15. I’ll need to get a bunch more these next two turns. The positive surface
attrition last turn has made up for the poor showing I had at Pearl on turn 1. The trouble is Ray still has
four USN CVs on the map (the damaged Saratoga based at Attu and three more in the south).
First order of business is to secure Indonesia so that Saigon doesn’t fall. With an open raiding lane in
Indo, it’ll be hard to gain POC this turn. My best bet is to form a decent perimeter this turn to lock up a
bunch of POC on turn 5. Normally, the IJN looks to build an Indo-SPO-Marshalls-Hawaii perimeter whilst
invading Guadalcanal. But Ray has only 3 LBA available this turn and I still have a decent size carrier
force. This means I can go for the ultimate Indo-SPO-Mandate perimeter and Ray will have no means to
stop me.
The wild card in all this is Ray’s Marines. If I can stop both Marines, then the Indo-SPO-Mandate line will
allow me to rack up tons of POC on turn 5 and build a nice perimeter for turn 6. If his Marines get thru,
then all that goes out the window. As a hedge against his Marines getting thru, I send my SNFLs to grab
New Hebrides (instead of going after Guad). I figure that move should draw a suicide CV from Ray to
prevent the KO-in-5 possibility.

USN Move Comments:
I put what carriers and cruisers I could in Australia so as to be able to threaten both the Japanese Islands
and the Marianas. Given that the door is shut in the SPO, Marshalls and Hawaii, Samoa is no place to be.
Ed telegraphs his intention to flag the USM, perhaps going for the TKO in 5. With my weak fleet and only
3 LBA, there’s not much to be done about it. In retrospect, perhaps all 3 LBA should have been in the
USM, but Ed has too nice a CV force and now a big surface edge. I had to send 2 cripples to San Diego
and California is going to repair in Australia. Wherever he goes, I gotta leave, no matter the positional
consequences.
OK, so after looking at Ed’s LBA and Raiders, some things are obvious.
1. I have to steal all the POC I can get this turn…that means pulling the trigger up north to take 3
away from Japan, and sending the remaining cruiser force into Marianas to knock out Hyuga.
2. Hopefully I can kill his 118 in Coral Sea while not losing one of my beat up BBs.
3. The fascinating opportunity is in Hawaii. I can send a Marine and 3 CV with a battleship screen
against his force. I’ll play to kill the LBA, particularly if he misses the Marine and hope I can kill
his CVs with an early night action.
4. With the Brits threatening to flip Indonesia, my other Marine can perhaps get through to the
Philippines perhaps allowing at least a surface force to base there.
I blew one thing. My Brit carriers should have gone to Indonesia. Without any air cover, a day action
allows Ed to concentrate on the Marine. I should have tried to distract him. If Sara had been whole, I’d
have sent it to Hawaii and Lexington into Indonesia. I did not want to risk the 1/3 chance of SR failure.
This is an odd move. Ed has played aggressively and so have I, no one is really defending. I want night
bad in the USM. He can have New Hebrides so long as I get to keep my LBA.
IJN Battle Comments:
The key day/night rolls are in: day in Indo – good, day in Hawaii – good, night in the Mandate – bad. The
KO-in-5 was only feasible if I could shoot down those two LBA this turn and thereby only have to face 8
LBA next turn. As such, there’s no point in capturing New Hebrides. I’ll use my SNFLs next turn to
recapture any bases he might happen to grab this turn.
I have a big dilemma in deciding what units to target in Hawaii. If I attack his carriers, I’ll probably sink
two of them. Ray will respond by putting all 12 of his shots on my LBA so as to secure Johnston. If I
concentrate my attack on the Marine and remove it, then Ray needn’t concentrate on my LBA and can
blast my carriers to bits. It’s a 4 carrier swing! He loses 2 and I lose 0 or he loses 0 and I lose 2. So is
Johnston worth 4 carriers at this point in the game?
This is where the simultaneous combat requirement of PBEM causes a problem. If I knew my six shots
at his Marine in Indo would be successful, then I could play conservative in Hawaii and attack his Marine
there too – as I would have built a winning position regardless of the carrier count. So I gaze into my

crystal ball and see a premonition of a hit for 4 damage – useful against a carrier – useless against a
Marine.
So I decide to attack his carriers. I get one whiff, one sunk and one disable. Darn. In return, Ray shoots
down my LBA. Round 2 is pure day and Hiyo and Wasp sink each other. Round 3 is pure night and Zuiho
goes down ingloriously. Meanwhile, I sink his Marine in Indonesia.
In hindsight, I should have shot at his Marine in Hawaii. Oh well, live and learn…
USN Battle Comments:
Getting night in the Mandate helps because my LBA don’t get whacked, but Ed pretty much got what he
wanted elsewhere except in the Jap Islands. My carrier sunk Nagato and the IBoat scored a meaningless
disable. In Indonesia he sunk my Marine (too bad, but would have taken a miracle) and I run away.
Needless to say I was pleased he did not shoot at my Marine in Hawaii, and he only sunk one Carrier and
disabled another whereas I killed the LBA. I get Johnson. The real question is can I hold it next turn? The
rest of Hawaii costs me Wasp and a badly damaged Indiana, but I killed all three of his units, so I’m
satisfied. However, the battle in Marianas starts badly, with Ed disabling a CA and me missing Hyuga. He
gets way in Coral. Round 2 in Marianas my 3 CA cripple Hyuga and he misses. One of the problems in
PBEM is small battles can be nerve-wracking. It takes 7 combat rounds before Hyuga is finally disabled
(only) in Marianas and I have a CA sunk. By my count I stole 3 POC this turn, but my position is not good.
POC is at 22, but I expect the count to increase on Turn 5. I absolutely have to hold Hawaii this turn,
prevent Samoa from flipping and hope my fleet isn’t annihilated in the process.

USN Basing Comments:
The full consequences of having a Japanese flag in the Mandate at the beginning of turn 5 now becomes
painfully apparent for the first time. My fleet is cut into 3 mutually unsupporting groups except that they
can concentrate in the Mandate. That’s not going to cut it though as I can not lose Johnson or
Guadalcanal. Nothing to do but wait and see what Ed intends.
Turn 5:

IJN Move Comments:
As you know from reading my turn 4 commentary, the original plan was to use all 3 SNFLs this turn to
recapture Johnston. As you can see from the map, I changed my mind. How the heck did that happen?
Let’s start by re-evaluating the position… Currently I’m in a very good position. If I can capture both
Guadalcanal and Johnston this turn, then I’ll have a commanding position (a win). If I capture either
base, then my position remains very good. If by some chance, I fail to convert any, then my position
drops to having a slight advantage.
The first question is: do I want to put patrollers in the Mandate? If I put half-a-dozen cruisers on patrol
in the Mandate, how many LBA will that draw off from other areas? Two maybe? But I need every ship
I can muster to screen my SNFLs in SPO or Coral Sea during night action. So, I decide not to give his units
trapped in Samoa anything to shoot at.
A single SNFL in Hawaii has a 39% chance at success. Two SNFLs in Coral Sea have a 36% chance of
success. For a combined likelihood of 61% chance that I succeed at one of the two. On the other hand,
the odds that 3 SNFLs in Hawaii will succeed is 91%. So why did I throw away 30%? I’m not sure. I

guess it was the combination of the 14% chance of winning both and thereby winning the game plus the
opportunity to crush Ray’s fleet and his suicide carriers would still leave me in a decent position even if
they both failed.
USN Move Comments:
OK. I have a few LBA to play with this turn. Unfortunately, I have too much to defend. I decide that the
ships in Samoa are going to have to patrol. Somehow I don’t think Ed is going there without any
patrollers. Those 5 ships and a marine can’t go anywhere else anyway. I need LBA in Hawaii, Aleutians,
SPO and Coral. I figure I need 4 LBA in Hawaii and 2 in the Aleutians, because I can’t give up a presence
up north. That leaves the decision to split my last 4 LBA 3-1 or 2-2. I decide on 3-1 because of 2 reasons.
Ed has an LBA in SPO and will likely add CVs, and I need a raiding lane through there next turn. OTOH, he
may try to back door me in the Coral Sea. As it turns out, probably one of the LBA in Aleutians should go
to Coral Sea.
As expected, Ed puts sufficient cruisers in Hawaii to screen his SNLF. This frees me to send a BB to CPO
to try to open a lane to the interior. He is contesting SPO and Aleut with a CV as well, so plenty of
fighting. His raid into the Coral Sea is unwelcome, but not unexpected. However, I was surprised to be
able to match his surface fleet in numbers if not quality. I’m going to count on getting day in CS and HI
and hope I can knock out his 3 SNLF. Odds of day are excellent in CS and favorable in HI. However, this is
going to be one scary turn for me. If Ed gets Johnson, I’m probably done and the possibility of disasters
elsewhere loom.
IJN Battle Comments:
Round 1 gives Ray everything he could have asked for. Day actions in Hawaii and Coral Sea result in
sunk, sunk, and disabled results for my 3 SNFLs. Adding insult to injury, Naval AF sinks Junyo in the Coral
Sea as well. Meanwhile, Hiryu is crippled in the Aleutians. My return fire is good as I sink Saratoga and
Lexington and shoot down one of his two LBA in the Aleutians. Unfortunately, the I-Boat fails to remove
the heavily damaged Indiana in CPO and his night action against the flag in Indo allows the British to
escape unharmed.
The remaining rounds go my way. Akagi is able to dispatch Naval AF in CS and the one-on-one LBA
battle for Attu ends with the base converting to red. Continuing action in the Coral Sea sees 3 USN BBs
and 4 CAs sunk as Ray hangs around to disable my patrolling CA and sink two others.
USN Battle Comments:
I was lucky to get the day/night rolls in my favor in the 3 main actions. As Ed said, my air did its job
against the SNLF and I was able to save Guadalcanal and Johnson Island…which means that I have a very
real chance to flip Pearl back to me on turn 6. The night in Indonesia turns out to be important as it
steals 9 shots against the Brits. Now that Guadalcanal is secure, I am favored in the SPO. Will Ed stay and
try to knock me out or flee? In the Coral Sea, it’s my LBA vs Akagi, which seems like an even fight. In the
Aleutians, I had hoped he wouldn’t kill an LBA on the first pass, but I feel like I must battle the odds
again because Attu could be worth a few POC, and I have a steep hill to climb.

Ed runs in the SPO…probably best. The IJN gets a hit for 1 in the Aleutians and I miss. In Coral, it’s a
disaster as Akagi kills my LBA and I miss there. Now I have to sweat bullets and need a night action
because I can’t tolerate the 2 POC and IJN flag in Coral. Now my fleet is in real trouble yet again. It’s day
again in Coral and Akagi sinks California. This is bad. Aleutians is mutual whiff. I finally get night on round
4 and although I take out his patroller, the attrition is deadly. See Ed’s notes on the body count above.
Also I lose Attu and another LBA…dismal end to a turn that started quite wonderfully. I honestly don’t
know if I have enough of a fleet left to make this a contest.
Position at the Beginning of Turn 6:

USN Basing Comments:
My raiding lane to the Japanese Islands will at least make Ed wince a little when he considers how to
defend his 3 POC there. I’m looking at the position and thinking that I have to take Hawaii and flip Pearl
this turn. I need the POC and the ability to get at the NPO. Guadalcanal must be held as well. I lost 3 LBA
on turn 5, so I’m not swimming in luxury in that department. OTOH, killing two SNLF makes it MUCH
easier to defend my critical bases. After a considerable think, I realize that I probably have to take
advantage of the fact that the Brits have taken next to no losses and fight in Indonesia. At first I thought
this would be crazy, but as the turn progressed, it seemed like the best option.

Turn 6:

IJN Move Comments:
After 5 turns the POC count stands at 25. I was hoping for better. But in a game with no bid, 25 is four
POC better than being at 29 in a game bid at 8. Turn 6 is where I typically look to exchange a few LBA
for a couple USN carriers. As I can’t stop Pearl from flipping, Ray is going to want to decontrol CPO so
that his turn 7 reinforcements can reach Japan. So I’ll put two LBA there. The Marshalls and the
Marianas get 1 LBA each. If Ray splits his forces to try and decontrol both of them, then a first round
night and the I-Boat could let me win one of them.
I have to put a small force in Japan so as to guard those 3 POC from the BBs Ray has based at Johnston.
Everything else goes to Indonesia. When Ray sends in all the British as patrollers, I’m not sure if this is
his true intention, or just keeping his options open. Maybe he’s just trying to lure one of my LBA away
from CPO? It’s not until his Marines move into Indo that his raider move becomes apparent.
If I put all my raiders in Indo and Ray makes all his speed rolls, then we would be even on the surface.
But one or two of his ships are likely to fail their speed rolls, so I decide to improve my daytime chances

by sending two damaged BBs to the Mandate – as this will force Ray to peel off a CVL to guard those 2
POC.
The first dice of the turn go Ray’s way – as he makes all five of his speed rolls (4 to Indo, plus 1 BB from
Johnston to SPO). This gives Ray a two ship wrap on the surface. How important was the British getting
night against the flag in Indo last turn look now! The second set of dice for turn 6 also go Ray’s way as
he gets all his preferences, including night against the flag in Indo, again!
USN Move Comments:
Ed’s patrols clarified his intentions considerably, although there are still many possibilities. 3 patrollers
in Japan make a foray into there pretty hopeless. A single missed SR and it’s a waste of resources. Indo is
where he wants to fight, and I’m delighted to accommodate him, because the RN can furnish 3 BB, 5 CA
and 2 CVL. I can count on 2 US BB and maybe another….so the Brits go all in which means I must commit
an LBA to Bengal. Coral is proof against all but the I-Boat, but I don’t see Ed placing there…so one
patroller who can not make Indo. 2 battlescows in USM should be OK with the flag. I can spare some air
support for them. That leaves 6 LBA for SPO and Hawaii. I send Independence to patrol the Marshalls,
figuring that the BBs in Hawaii can help out if needed. I don’t expect an LBA there.
I’m not shocked at the two LBA in CPO. This makes it proof against me. I’m going to need the carriers in
Indo. Now I have to do some hard counting. The SNLF in SPO is annoying! I want the POC and the flag
but c’est la guerre. 2 LBA in Indo I can live with. I expected 2 LBA in the Marianas so the 1 and 1 split
between there and the Marshalls is an unpleasant surprise. Now Independence looks hung out to dry.
Ed’s raid is a bit welcome. 2 less BBs in Indonesia helps my cause. I will have to depend on the flag in
USM to save my 2 POC, but it’s 5-1 for. Hopefully the HI Battleships will make a difference in USM and
SPO. These areas are where I could lose 3 POC.
I’m all in in Indonesia. This is where Ed’s play on turn 3 helped my decision. If I fail SRs, I can use carriers
to screen my marines in the event of night. As it turns out, I roll perfect raiding SRs, with even Maryland
making station. I have battleship parity and 2 more CAs. The final surface comparison was a pipe dream
before movement began this turn! I have a fleet CV and 4 CVL to counter his 2 LBA….doable. The
decision to gamble everything there became clearer at every step of this turn. The POC situation simply
demanded this action, plus I really need the Brits, so flipping Singapore on turn 7 seems positionally
critical. The contested areas could go either way, but I rate my chances even in Indonesia. Then I get all
the right preference rolls on round one. Suddenly the dice gods seem to be grinning!
IJN Battle Comments:
There are two key battles this turn. One is obvious (Indonesia). The other is not so obvious (The
Marshalls). Ray has basically abandoned his turn 7 reinforcements. IJN flags in CPO and the Marshalls
would severely restrict their movement and usefulness next turn. My lone LBA is highly favored to
defeat his CVL. At this point, Ray tells me that putting Independence in the Marshalls was “a mistake”
on his part – as he would have preferred to have had that extra airpower in Indo.

Well, it was a very fortuitous mistake. Round 1 in the Marshalls sees me hit his CVL for 1 damage.
Whilst his return fire shoots down my LBA!!! For all intensive purposes, this is a 5 POC swing. Two POC
this turn and 3 POC next turn – as his turn 7 reinforcements can now reach the Marianas. This debacle
makes it imperative that I win the battle in Indo – which as Ray said, is an even battle.
His two ship lap means both Kaga and Akagi are on the line in this round 1 night action. I shoot well –
sinking 4 BBs and 3 CAs as well as disabling 1 BB and 4 CAs. Hopefully, Ray’s return fire will be lackluster
and I can get a big lap on him for a potential round 2 night action. Ray’s return fire is fair: 2 BBs, 1 CA
and Kaga are sunk; 3 BBs and 3 CAs are disabled. The bright spot for me was his whiff at Akagi. The 12
versus 9 surface removals gives me a 1 ship wrap. Not very useful – as Hermes can easily fill in that slot
if needed. The I-Boat then helps out by disabling CV-16.
Round 2 is day-followed-by-night. In the day half, I shoot well. I sink 2 CVLs, cripple a CV and disable his
other CV. This leaves Ray with only 2 CVLs and Hermes for air power. If my LBA can survive his
counterstrike, I’ll be in good shape. But Ray also shoots well: Akagi, Ryujo and 24AF are sunk and 21AF
is damaged. In the night half, Ray saves the Hermes from attack by putting the crippled Essex on the
firing line. I shoot poorly. I sink one BB and Essex and disable his other BB. Ray shoots well. He sinks
one of my BBs and one of my CAs as well as disabling my other BB and another cruiser. My remaining
three cruisers will have little chance against his four remaining cruisers to gain a lap against his carriers
any time soon.
Round 3 is day. I sink Cowpens and get shot down in return. Two of my remaining cruisers are
patrollers – they’ll need a miracle to flag the area now.
Round 4 is day-followed-by-night. Ray removes all three of my ships (two sunk, one disabled) at no cost
to his own forces. Ouch!
Along with the failure of my POC stealing missions in SPO and the Mandate, this turn is a total disaster.
Whatever advantage I had going into this turn is now gone. It’s anybody’s game from here on.
USN Battle Comments:
Some of the detail Ed missed was in round 1, while I did sink Kaga, the miss on Akagai was from a bonus
BB. Meanwhile, Yamato and Musashi sank both of my bonus BBs and of course the IBoat shot essentially
negated my taking out Kaga in the battle. However, the ship attrition was again a real killer. I can’t trade
7 surface for 3 and expect to have a fleet left. In the following day round Ed gets 4 results with 4 units.
OTOH he is now left with a single damaged air, albeit with 1dp. Now it’s Hermes and two CVL vs his LBA.
Fortunately in the night action I regained a surface edge by somehow outshooting Ed. My US fleet is
being decimated though as most of my surviving ships are British. However, the rest of the turn swings
my way trading Cowpens for the LBA and 2 Cruisers. The win in Indonesia is huge (a 4 POC swing) plus a
raiding lane open to Japan. In addition, my chances of flipping Singapore et al are now excellent as Ed
will play turn 7 with only 3 LBA and Hiryu, Hosho and his turn 7 CVs. However, as Ed pointed out winning

the Marshall with a CVL vs an LBA may be a decisive swing. 2 POC plus a raiding lane into the Marianas
from Hawaii! I gained 5 POC to get the count to 20. This seems doable.
Turn 6 Basing:

Turn 7:

IJN Move Comments:
It’s time for a POC situation assessment. I can flag Japan easily this turn and Ray can’t patrol the
Aleutians, so the maximum POC Ray can pick up this turn is 10. This would reduce my total to 10. This
means I need to swing 7 POC for a tie (or 8 POC for a win). Considering Ray’s reduced carrier fleet and
that I’ll have a full complement of LBA, I should have a slight edge in flagging Japan on turn 8. Thus, I
need to swing 1 additional POC for a tie (or 2 for a win).
The clear choice is to try and prevent the capture of Dutch Harbor this turn – so Ray can’t patrol the
Aleutians on turn 8. This should give me the tie. So now the tough part, how do I secure another POC
for the win? Do I try and grab that POC here on turn 7, or wait for potentially better opportunities on
turn 8?
The trouble is that I can’t really afford to send out any more units on suicide missions this turn. Such a
move would then give Ray the edge of winning a big battle in Japan on turn 8. So I have to be content
with grabbing one for the tie this turn – and hope for an opportunity to steal one for the win next turn.

USN Move Comments:
Somewhat as expected Ed looks to be consolidating his fleet in Japan this turn, probably along with his
LBA, since my LBA and Turn 7 Carriers can go everywhere but Japan. I assume he will play to have 6 LBA
in Japan on turn 8. His forces are fairly limited, so my “defense is to put a CVL and a CA from turn 7 in
the Marshalls and NPO to hopefully secure those POC. I send a patrolling CVL to CPO just to block a raid
into Hawaii on turn 8. Now having secured Lae and the Philippines, I’ll sit in Manila to guard against SNLF
mischief. My big worry is the Marine in NPO. I need Dutch Harbor to patrol the Aleutians next turn. I
suspect Ed may try a suicide carrier. I’m hoping the lack of flag will help me get a lucky night. Elsewhere,
the fleet is positioned to go the Philippines, which allows me to raid into the Aleutians or NPO on turn 8.
Combat:
Ed got day in the NPO, but whiffed with Hiryu! This is a huge break as it costs him his best CV and I get
Dutch Harbor. Then the F Boat cripples Taiho. Suddenly, I have the edge.
Turn 7 Returns:

I spent a lot of time on my returns at the end of turn 7. If this had been FTF, I would have flagged. Ed can
try to steal POC in NPO, Aleutians, Marianas, Marshalls, SPO, and Indo, and even in CPO. This point in
the game is where the Allies have a difficult time countering all the possible threats. I have positioned

my units as best I can to allow maximum flexibility. I’m pretty sure Ed will put 5 LBA in Japan, but the
6th…maybe elsewhere. His SNLF are all clustered in Truk, so he has threats against 3 areas with them. If I
can hold everything but Japan, I will win by 1 POC. This seems realistic, but the likely outcome is a draw
as I expect he’ll get me in at least one area. And he could win.
Turn 8:

IJN Move Comments:
Hiryu’s failure has put me in a jam. I need to flag Japan and steal a POC somehow, somewhere for a tie.
I’ll dare Ray to tempt fate with the dice by only putting 5 LBA in Japan. Ray could go all-in on Japan and
be favored – but that would be a big risk he likely won’t take. I put one LBA in SPO. I’m hoping that this
move draws more than a single LBA in response (thus weakening his position somewhere else).
Ray doesn’t fall for the bait and leaves a strong 2 LBA in each of the 4 sea areas that my Japan-based
carriers can reach. I challenge Ray in 4 areas. I’ve got very low odds in each area. But when combined, I
probably have an even chance to win one of them. But that hope is soon dashed as Ray gets his
day/night preference in all 4 areas.

USN Move Comments:
Ed patrols with 2 CA in the CPO, which will force me to respond there. I have to patrol my safe rear areas
with ships in order to use LBA in the areas he can contest. I decide to put 1 CVL on patrol in SPO and
Marshalls, because I feel the need to have 2 LBA each in Indo, Marianas, NPO and Aleutians. This leaves
only a single LBA for SPO and Marshalls, so I need the CVLs to make it harder for Ed to decontrol these
areas. Ed’s LBA in SPO gives me pause, but ultimately I decide to not change my allocations.
Ed has decided to contest 4 areas and he has low odds chances in each. This will be tense. I have enough
firepower in every area to win, but a lot depends on the D/N and first round of fire. My main concern is
keeping my LBA alive while destroying his air threats. The main dangers are in SPO and Indonesia.
IJN Battle Comments:
There isn’t much to say about the battles. I don’t come close to victory in any of them. It was a fun,
interesting game. Hats off to Ray for pulling out the win. Good luck in your remaining matches.
USN Battle Comments:
Night in the Marianas, my BBs and 2 CVs knock out all three SNLF, ending that threat.
I also got night in SPO and Wisconsin sank Ryuho, leaving his LBA needing to survive two rounds to
neutralize the area.
In CPO, Hosho is sunk but cripples Intrepid.
Night in Indo is excellent for me. My Battleships take out Eds two turn 8 carriers, leaving his seaplane
tenders against my LBA plus whatever CVs survive. My surface vs his was not good, taking out Yamato
and a CA only. Ed’s fire was not good either, only removing POW, a CA and CV10.
Round 2 is Night in CPO, D/N in SPO and agreed day in Indo.
Ed essentially whiffs on his shots, as none of the damage changes anything.
Takao goes down in CPO, Hyuga disabled in SPO and 21 AF takes 3 DP.
In Indonesia, it’s over as both seaplane tenders are sunk.
At night Ise goes in the SPO.
Round 3 is Day in CPO and Ed;s last patroller is sunk.
Ed sinks my patrolling CVL in SPO, but 14 shots finish off his LBA to cinch the game.
The game was very exciting, although I felt doomed from turns 2-5. Things turned dramatically on turn 5
with Johnson falling and me being able to save Guadacanal and open a lane thru SPO as a result. I was
worried that my ship losses in the Coral Sea on turn 5 would doom my chances, but fortunately, the
British were virtually at full strength and that ended up being critical on turns 6-7. Turns 6-8 went
completely in my favor, resulting in a 1 POC USN win.

